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DSP-Based Physical Layer Security for Coherent
Optical Communication Systems
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Abstract—A novel digital signal processing (DSP)-based scheme
for physical layer security in coherent optical communication sys-
tems is proposed and numerically investigated. The optical layer
signal encryption is accomplished by two dispersive elements and
one phase modulator (PM) driven by a DSP-generated encryption
key, whilst signal decryption uses similar components but with
inverted dispersion values and security keys. A critical aspect of
the DSP-based physical layer security is that the security keys,
driving the PMs to hide/recover the data signals, must be highly
unpredictable and noise-like, thus orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) signals are employed as they possess these
characteristics, they can also be easily generated and cover a
suitably wide range of unique keys. Numerical simulations are
conducted to determine optimum system parameters for achieving
a high level of security, the key parameters requiring optimization
are the dispersion of the dispersive elements and the bandwidth
of the security keys. Using these determined optimum parameters,
in-depth investigations are undertaken of encryption/decryption
induced transmission performance penalties, sensitives to various
parameter offsets and operation over various transmission dis-
tances. To observe any data signal dependencies, various perfor-
mance metrics are investigated for different combinations of mod-
ulation formats (DQPSK and 16QAM) and baud rates (40 Gbaud
and 100 Gbaud) for the transmitted data signals. The proposed
DSP-based physical layer security scheme is shown to have the
potential to achieve, in a low-cost and highly effective manner, a
high level of physical layer security with acceptable performance
penalties for existing coherent optical communication systems.

Index Terms—Secure optical communications, optical layer
encryption, coherent optical communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LONG with the well-known increasing demands on capac-
ity and reach performance in long-haul, high speed optical

fibre communications, improving data security has also attracted
a lot of attention recently, especially as cybercrime activities are
increasing [1]. The conventional way to realize secure commu-
nications is to apply complex digital cryptographic algorithms in
the upper network layers [2]. However, securing information by
software encryption is rapidly becoming an ineffective method
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to achieve secure optical communications networks, due to the
rapid development in the power of quantum computers, this is
allowing brute-force decryption methods to decrypt information
within acceptable time frames. Lately, a lot of research work
is being focused on physical-layer security methods which are
not susceptible to the rapidly escalating computational power
of quantum computers [3]. Some popular physical layer se-
curity methods currently of great interest include optical code
multiplexing techniques, quantum communications and chaotic
optical communications.

Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) secures the
optical system through encoding message signals from multiple
users with orthogonal codes in the time or frequency domain [4],
[5], but due to some vulnerabilities, such as standardized orthog-
onal codes, eavesdroppers may be able to extract data from the
system [6]. Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a well-known
and increasingly popular technique in quantum secure commu-
nications, it provides security for communication systems by
sharing secret keys generated by quantum algorithms between
the transmitter end and the receiver end [7], [8], [9]. The major
advantage of QKD is that any third-party intercepting the key is
always detectable, thus achieving ultra-high security. However,
strong disparity exists between the maximum communication
data rates in classical and QKD-based communications because
of limitations on the rate of quantum key distribution and the fact
that the typically adopted uncrackable encryption algorithms
require the key to be at least as long as the corresponding data.
The current maturity of the required quantum technology is also
such that it is still relatively expensive. Thus, the mass market
uptake of quantum secure communications relies on further
technological developments and significant reductions in imple-
mentation costs [8]. In chaotic secure optical communications,
information is masked and unmasked by synchronized chaotic
optical signals in the encryption and decryption sides [10], [11],
[12], [13]. Chaotic secure systems benefit from applying readily
available and simple laser devices, but synchronizing the chaotic
optical carriers and achieving data transmission speeds above
several 10 s Gb/s [14], [15], are both ongoing challenges [16].
Techniques in [17], [18] provide different encoding methods
combined with chaos encryption, both techniques have a large
key space for physical layer security and so provide high security
levels. However, these two techniques are only applicable to
OFDM-PONs and so do not support long-haul networks.

Many physically secure structures based on chaotic systems
have also been proposed and investigated [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23]. [19] provides a method to apply chaotic optical carriers into
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Fig. 1. Physical layer secure coherent optical communication system.

a system to achieve signal encryption, however, an eavesdropper
may simply use a direct detection-based receiver and a filter
with a suitable cut-off frequency to recover the data. While
[20] employs a chaotic optical carrier with an extra encryption
module, which includes a PM and a dispersion component to
enhance the security by using phase-to-intensity conversion to
further hide the information, but the benefits of the extra module
might be easily removed by a tunable dispersion compensation
element as the PMs do not cause any intensity changes for cases
where the dispersion effect is negligible. [21] realizes encryption
by applying a dispersive element to firstly temporally distort the
transmitted signal, then, a chaos-based key driven PM applies
optical phases changes, which are then converted to intensity
changes by another dispersive element. The decryption side is
an identical but inverse version of the encryption side. This
scheme gets rid of the limitation on transmission bandwidths of
the chaotic signals to enable high speed data transmissions. This
scheme also offers a cost-effective physical structure which em-
ploys low cost, commercially available components. However,
the way of generating the chaos-based security keys is still very
complex and it also has the drawback of requiring a separate
wavelength to transmit the security keys. Furthermore the basic
technique for physical layer security in [21] is investigated in
intensity modulation and direct detection (IMDD) transmission
systems only, thus the suitability of the security technique to co-
herent systems is also an important factor to consider as coherent
optical systems are employed for high speed, long-reach optical
communications where security is also vital. A technique for
physical layer security in coherent optical systems is proposed
in [23], however this technique has the major disadvantage
that it cannot be retrofitted to existing coherent transmission
systems, because the secure system is realized by introducing a
cipher-based algorithm at the bit level.

Inspired by previous work on IMDD based optical links, we
apply a similar physical secure structure as in [21], to a coherent
optical communication system, however to avoid the complexity
of chaos-based security key generation, we propose a novel
DSP-based approach to generate security keys for driving the
PMs. The full structure of the newly proposed scheme is shown
in Fig. 1. The proposed system uses real-time digitally generated
OFDM signals as the security keys, thus removing the challenges
of applying chaotic signals as keys and removes the stringent
requirements of chaotic optical carrier synchronization. The
DSP generated OFDM signal-based keys used to drive the PMs
in the new scheme are noise-like signals in the time domain and
are produced based on a unique and private set of parameters
which are preprogramed into a security module pair before

installation, thus transmitting the key together with the data is
not necessary. The proposed key generation method requires the
two transceivers to be physically connected, before deployment,
they then negotiate and agree on the secret key’s parameters,
and so the selected key parameters are unknown to the operator
for increased security. It would also potentially be feasible to
employ secure key distribution techniques [24], [25] to establish
the key, however the possibility of incorporating dynamic secure
key distribution in this work would need further consideration.

OFDM signals are ideal for security key generation as a
large key space can be easily produced by i) manipulating a set
of different modulation parameters, including subcarrier count,
subcarrier modulation formats, bit/power loading, clipping ratio
and cyclic prefix length, ii) dynamically changing the OFDM
modulation parameters from symbol to symbol, iii) the OFDM
input bit sequence can be generated in numerous different ways
to ensure a high entropy level, such as using a common stream
cipher directly, such as RC4 [26] or combining a conventional
PRBS sequence with a cipher stream and iv) the generated
OFDM symbol samples can be further manipulated and com-
bined using numerous different mathematical operations, all
these factors being uniquely defined by the security key. This
way of generating the noise-like waveform for encryption, can
result in a theoretically unlimited number of security keys, thus
achieving an excellent level of security. It should be noted
that the key uniqueness will have varying sensitivity to the
different OFDM modulation parameters, so this must be taken
into account when determining the parameter selection rules
for key generation, as an example, the required discrete levels
for power loading must be predetermined. It is also important
to highlighted that the proposed technique is transparent to the
data transmission signals’ format, data rate and bandwidth, thus
breaking the limitations on signal transmission speed whilst still
satisfying the demand of high-level physical layer security.

In this paper, the detailed operational performance of the DSP-
based physical layer security system is numerically verified, and
thus the proposed technique is shown to be valid for physical
layer security in coherent optical communications. Firstly, the
required optimum dispersion values and bandwidth of the se-
curity keys are determined to minimize implementation costs
whilst still achieving the required level of security. It is shown
that, to achieve suitably high security, data signals with higher
order modulation formats and higher baud rates require lower
dispersion levels. However, higher baud rates require higher
security key bandwidth. Optimum dispersion values and key
bandwidth are determined to cover the considered range of data
signals. Next, it is shown that there is a minimal performance
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penalty when the encryption and decryption elements employ
identical parameters. Importantly, the system provides a high
security level, even if an eavesdropper taps off some optical
power and employs a tunable dispersive element to attempt
steal the data. Then, to consider practical implementation issues,
the sensitivity of the system to different encryption/decryption
parameter offsets is explored in detail thus providing a clear un-
derstanding of the design and implementation tolerance aspects.
Such technical robustness explorations are valuable but were
excluded in [21]. It is revealed that the system is most sensitive
to the dispersion offsets between the two dispersive elements
placed adjacent to the transmission fibre and the timing offset
(relative to the ideal timing) of the decryption keys. Also, trans-
mitted signals with higher modulation formats and higher baud
rates show more sensitivity to these offsets. Finally, the operation
of the physical layer secure coherent optical system is also
investigated over various transmission distances, i.e., multiple
80 km amplified spans, it is shown that, without any parameter
offsets, the performance is virtually identical to conventional
long-haul coherent optical links with dispersion compensating
fibres (DCFs).

II. FUNDAMENTAL OPERATING PRINCIPLE

AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The physical layer secure coherent system structure is shown
in Fig. 1, where the system security is achieved by a transmitter-
located physical layer encryption element and a receiver located
physical layer decryption element. The encryption element con-
sists of three optical components namely a dispersive element
D1, a PM and a dispersive element D2. The transmitted data
signal is first distorted by D1 due to the chromatic dispersion-
induced temporal broadening effect on each data symbol, this
also leads to further distortion due to the associated inter-symbol
interference (ISI) effect. Then, the PM driven by a security key-
based driving voltage, subsequently introduces a security key
dependent dynamic phase change to the signal, which expands
the optical signal bandwidth due to the non-linear character-
istic of the PM modulation process, the PM thus introduces
encryption within the signal’s phase information. Next, to further
enhance the security level, the dispersive element D2 then per-
forms further distortion by chromatic dispersion-induced phase
to amplitude conversions, thus introducing encryption within the
signal’s amplitude information. Accordingly, some of the secure
phase encryption has also been transferred to secure amplitude
encryption, which is dependent on the level of dispersion in
D2. Finally, the data within the transmitted optical signals are
completely masked in both the time and frequency domains by
security key-controlled phase and amplitude distortions.

For simplicity, the transfer functions of dispersive elements
considered in this paper are modelled as:

H(ω)D = e−jD λ2

4πcω
2

(1)

where D is the dispersion introduced by the dispersive ele-
ment, ω is the angular frequency offset from the optical carrier
frequency, c is the speed of light in a vacuum and λ is the optical
wavelength. Taking the inverse Fourier transform ofH(ω)D, the

impulse response of the dispersive element is h(t)D. Assuming
the unencrypted optical signal is s(t), the encrypted optical
signal, s(t)En, can be expressed as:

s(t)En =

{
[s (t)⊗ h(t)D1] e

jπ
s(t)key

Vπ

}
⊗ h(t)D2 (2)

where h(t)D1 and h(t)D2represent the impulse responses of
the two dispersive elements D1 and D2, s(t)key is the OFDM-
based security key, Vπ is the half-wave volatge for the PM. The
modualtion index m, of the PMs, is defined as |s(t)key|MAX

/
Vπ. Assuming the impulse response of a standard single mode
fiber (SSMF) is h(t)fibre, the received encrypted signal after
fiber transmission is:

s(t)Rx = s(t)En ⊗ h(t)fibre (3)

The structure of the decryption element is the exact mirror
opposite structure to the encryption element with inverse signs
for the dispersive elements and the PM driving signal, the
decrypted signal is therefore:

s(t)De =

{[
s(t)Rx ⊗ h(t)−D2

]
ejπ

−s(t)key
Vπ

}
⊗ h(t)−D1 (4)

To achieve the best decryption performance, the dispersive
element -D2, in the decryption element, will compensate for
the dispersion associated with both the optical fibre link and the
dispersive element D2 in the encryption element. Comparing (2)
and (4), we can see that the components in the decryption side
remove all the distortions introduced by the encryption element
by following an exact reverse order process and so it recovers
the transmitted optical data signal.

The proposed physical layer security technique thus has the
major advantages that it employs a simple physical structure
based on relatively low-cost optical components but provides
a high security level. It is transparent to the signal modulation
format, can operate at extremely high signal baud rates and can
be retrofitted to an existing coherent optical link. Furthermore, it
utilizes a unique DSP-based technique to dynamically generate
the security keys in real-time using reconfigurable DSP hard-
ware, the adopted security key controlling the particular hard-
ware configuration, the reconfigurable DSP approach has the
advantage of minimising the required overall DSP complexity.
Other benefits of the technique are that transmitting the security
key along with the data in a separate channel is not necessary,
thus leading to improved spectral utilization efficiency, it also
greatly simplifies the task of generating identical security keys at
the encryption and decryption elements, enables simple control
of the key selection, offers the potential for a vast key space, is
capable of exploiting the low-cost associated with the volume
production of digital integrated circuits (ICs) and can have high
reliability due to the use of highly mature technologies.

Furthermore, operation at the physical layer provides excel-
lent robustness to brute force attacks based on powerful quantum
computers, as eavesdroppers must record the transmitted high-
speed waveform samples, requiring vast memory. The attacker
would not only need to determine the key by brute force but also
apply a brute force approach to model the correct structure of
the decryption element.
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TABLE I
LIST OF PARAMETERS

In this paper, numerical simulations are performed using
MATLAB and VPItransmission Maker. The employed system
parameters for the considered coherent optical system are listed
in Table I.

III. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM SYSTEM PARAMETERS

A. Optimization of Dispersive Elements’ Values and
Bandwidth of Secure System Keys

Based on the operating principle outlined in Section II, the
security level of the coherent optical secure communication
system is clearly dependent on the parameters of D1, D2 and
the bandwidth of the security key signals driving the PMs. It
is thus vital to select suitable values for these parameters to
ensure the secure coherent optical system can adequately hide
the transmitted data. From a practical implementation and cost
perspective, it is also desirable to minimize the dispersion values
for D1 and D2, and the bandwidth of the security keys whilst
achieving a desired high level of security, therefore this section
determines suitable optimum values for the aforementioned pa-
rameters. Here, a sufficiently high level of security is considered
to be achieved when an illegally implemented receiver observes
a BER ≥ 0.3. An initial modulation index of 1.2 is adopted for
the PMs.

To check the security level of the encrypted signals, the
encrypted signal is fed directly to the coherent receiver after
noise loading. At the receiver, appropriate digital algorithms are
applied to perform coherent signal recovery, including a least
mean square (LMS) equalizer (with a fixed number of taps and
step size optimized according to the received signals). Firstly, a
40 Gbaud, differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK)
modulated data signal is generated, and suitable contour plots are
then produced to observe how the BER changes with variations
in dispersive values D1 and D2 and the bandwidth of the security
keys. Attention is first paid to the selection of the bandwidth
of the security keys. The encryption element has a fixed D1
dispersion value of 3000 ps/nm, with the D2 value and the
bandwidth of the security key being varied. It is shown in

Fig. 2(a), that a suitable bandwidth for the security key is 5 GHz
as a higher bandwidth does not considerably increase the BERs,
which, however, start to reduce as the key bandwidth increases
significantly. The existence of an optimum key bandwidth can
be explained by the fact that for a given dispersion value, a
sufficient key bandwidth is required to cause a suitably high level
of phase change-induced signal distortions. The reason why, as
the key bandwidth continues to increase further, the BERs start
to decrease, as shown in Fig. 2(a), is that the faster phase changes
in the frequency domain, in combination with D2, produce faster
amplitude changes in the time domain, which exceed the data
signal’s bandwidth so are less effective at encryption. Thus, due
to the limited power of the PM driving signal less power is
available in the more effective encryption frequency bands of
the key.

Next, attention is paid to the selection of the values for the two
dispersive components with the bandwidth of the security key
set to 5 GHz. Fig. 2(b) clearly illustrates the growth in the BER
follows the increase of both D1 and D2 dispersion values, this is
due to the increasing temporal signal distortion associated with
higher dispersion. Furthermore, the encryption capability is seen
to be influenced more by the dispersion value of D1 when both
dispersive elements have relatively small dispersion values, this
can be explained by the fact that the D1-induced distortion are
then effectively amplified by the subsequent encryption element
distortions, whereas this effect does not apply to D2-induced dis-
tortions. There are shown to be multiple suitable combinations
of the D1 and D2 values for achieving a BER of ∼0.3, thus, the
encryption/decryption device pairs could be manufactured with
varying D1/D2 combinations to reduce the vulnerability to an
attacker identifying the D1/D2 values. The selected combination
of D1 and D2 are 2000 ps/nm and 1000 ps/nm respectively.

To encrypt transmitted coherent optical data signals with
different bandwidth and formats, the DSP-based physical layer
encryption system will have different demands on D1, D2 and
the security key bandwidth. Simulations are therefore also per-
formed, using the system employed in calculating Fig. 2(a) and
(b), to determine the optimum values for D1, D2 and key band-
width, when transmitting three other data signals of DQPSK at
100 GBaud and 16QAM at 40 GBaud and 100 GBaud. As shown
in Fig. 2(c), with the different optimum dispersion parameters
for D1 and D2 used in each case, it is shown that the optimum
bandwidth of the key is related to the baud rate of the transmitted
data signals. To enable the system to be transparent to different
transmitted data signals up to 16-QAM at 100 GBaud, the
optimum bandwidth of the key is determined to be 10 GHz.
By applying this optimum bandwidth for the security key, the
optimum dispersion values for different transmitted data signals
are shown in Fig. 2(d). Signals with higher order modulation
formats and higher baud rates can be seen to require lower
dispersion values for D1 and D2, as signals with higher order
modulation formats are more sensitive to any distortions in both
amplitude and phase changes, and signals with higher baud rate
are more susceptible to the ISI introduced by the dispersion ele-
ments. Based on the above results, adopting D1 = 2000 ps/nm,
D2 = 1000 ps/nm and a security key bandwidth of 10 GHz
will enable a secure system to be achieved for all the different
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Fig. 2. (a) The influence of bandwidth of security keys on BER for DQPSK signals with 40 Gbaud, fixing D1 to 3000 ps/nm, and determining stable settings for
bandwidth of the key; (b) The influence of value of D1 and D2 on BER for DQPSK with 40 GBaud, fixing bandwidth of key to 5 GHz, and determining suitable
values for D1 and D2; (c) Optimum bandwidth of keys for different transmitted message signals under different suitable D1 and D2 values to reach BER = 0.3;
(d) Optimum dispersion values for D1 and D2 for different transmitted signals with a security key bandwidth of 10 GHz to reach BER = 0.3.

Fig. 3. Transmitted signals are DQPSK and 16QAM at 40 Gbaud, and OSNR
is set to 30 dB. (a) DQPSK signal before encryption; (b) Encrypted signal for
DQPSK; (c) Decrypted signal for DQPSK; (d) 16QAM signal before encryption;
(e) Encrypted signal for 16QAM; (f) Decrypted signal for 16QAM.

combinations of transmitted data signals considered in this pa-
per. These parameter values are thus considered as the default
values applied in further simulations unless stated otherwise.
Fig. 3(a)–(f) shows the constellations of the received electrical
data signals without equalization for DQPSK and 16QAM at
40 Gbaud, before and after encryption (BER = 0.48) and after
decryption respectively. The diagrams clearly prove that the
DSP-based physical layer secure system can hide the data signal
securely and then decrypt the data correctly. To investigate if
the key’s subcarrier modulation format has any impact on the
security level, OFDM keys with modulation formats of 4QAM,
16QAM, 32QAM and 64QAM are separately employed in a
system using the optimum parameters and a DQPSK, 40 GBaud
data signal. The corresponding BER vs. OSNR performances
for a system without decryption is shown in Fig. 4. It can be
clearly seen that the encrypted BER performances are virtually
identical, and all meet the target BER of ≥∼0.3.

In summary, the results obtained in this section indicate that
for optimum security module design, i) optimum key bandwidth
is dependent on and increases with the data signal baud rate, ii)
higher order modulation and higher baud rates require lower
dispersion values to achieve the same level of security and the
dispersion of D1 should be larger than that of D2. Thus, to make
the system transparent to multiple data signals the optimum

Fig. 4. BER performances with encryption element only for various key
subcarrier modulation formats. All subcarriers use the same modulation as
indicated in the legend.

module parameters should be selected based on the lowest order
modulation and lowest baud rate to be encountered in practice.

B. Optimization of Modulation Index for Phase Modulators

The modulation index of the PMs will also have a direct im-
pact on the level of data encryption as it influences the bandwidth
of the PM modulated optical signals. To identify the optimum
PM modulation index, use is made of the system employed in
obtaining Fig. 2(a) and the previously identified optimum D1 and
D2 parameters. The PM modulation index is varied to determine
its impact on the level of encryption, by observing the receiver
side BER vs. the received signals’ optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR). To ensure the optimum modulation index is applicable
to different transmitted data signals, a DQPSK data signal at
40 Gbaud is adopted as it is the worst-case scenario, i.e., the
signal has more robustness to signal distortions in comparison
with other modulation formats and baud rates considered in
this paper. The BER vs. OSNR performances for four different
values of modulation index are presented in Fig. 5. The PM
modulation index must clearly be ≥1.2 to make the physical
layer optical secure system achieve the desired security level of
BERs ≥ 0.3. Therefore, the optimum modulation index for the
PMs is identified as 1.2, because using a higher PM modulation
index gives very minimal improvement and will also necessitate
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Fig. 5. BER performances with encryption element only for various modula-
tion index values of the PM when transmitting DQPSK at 40 Gbaud.

a higher gain for the linear broadband RF amplifier driving the
PMs, which will incur higher cost.

C. Robustness to an Illegal Decryption Attempt Using a Single
Dispersive Element

As an eavesdropper may attempt to illegally decrypt the sig-
nals by applying a single dispersive element at a point along the
transmission fibre, this section evaluates the system’s robustness
to this eavesdropping approach. In the simulation, the encrypted
signal is first transmitted over a 50 km SSMF, and then passes
through a dispersive element of -D2 and is finally coherently
detected and demodulated. Firstly, we compare the BER vs.
OSNR performances of signals after encryption, using the setup
used in calculating Fig. 2(a), and for signals where one dispersive
element of -D2 is applied to attempt illegal decryption, the
applied dispersive element has a dispersion of −1800 ps/nm
(i.e., D2 and fibre dispersion are fully compensated). The results
in Fig. 6(a) show there is no difference between the BER vs.
OSNR performances of these two setups for the cases of DQPSK
at 40 GBaud and 100 GBaud, thus the system is robust to an
eavesdropping attempt that compensates for the dispersion of D2
and the fibre. However, it should be considered that an eaves-
dropper might apply a tunable dispersive element to attempt
decryption, therefore the robustness to an eavesdropping attack
using a tunable dispersive element for -D2 is investigated. For
the assessment, no optical noise is added as this is the best-case
scenario for the eavesdropper. The results show that the BERs are
all ∼0.3 or above, as shown in Fig. 6(b). It should be mentioned
that lower order modulation and lower baud rate (bandwidth)
is less sensitive to the encryption-induced distortion, so the
BER performance when transmitting DQPSK at 40 GBaud is
lower than that for DQSPK at 100 GBaud in Fig. 6(b). Thus,
DQPSK at 40 Gbaud is less robust, so this has been taken into
account when selecting the system parameters in Section III,
so that a sufficient security level is achieved for all adopted
signal types. These results confirm that signals after DSP-based
physical layer encryption cannot be illegally decrypted by using
a single dispersive element, thus the system is robust to this type
of eavesdropping attack.

Fig. 6. (a) BER vs. OSNR performances for encryption element and decryp-
tion element with -D2 only which has compensated D2 and the fibre dispersion
with different transmission baud rates; (b) Measured BER vs. OSNR for applying
varying dispersion values for -D2 to do decryption without adding any optical
noise.

IV. ANALYSIS OF ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION INDUCED

BER PERFORMANCE PENALTY

The DSP-based physical layer secure system is designed to
operate as a security system to be retrofitted in existing optical
systems, and so should have minimal impact on the performance
of the optical systems into which they are deployed. This section
investigates the impact of the proposed physical layer secure
method on the BER performances of typical coherent optical
systems in order to assess any associated performance penalties.
The performance penalty is determined by comparing BER
vs. OSNR performances of the received data signals in the
optical back-to-back (OBTB) system without encryption and
decryption elements and in the 50 km secure communication
system adopting the previously identified optimum secure sys-
tem parameters. The OBTB system is thus taken as the bench-
mark. For the secure communication system, the encryption and
decryption elements are considered to be perfectly matched, and
the dispersion of the transmission fibre is fully compensated by
-D2. The results are presented in Fig. 7, where it is shown that
the BER penalty due to the encryption and decryption elements
is effectively 0 dB, thus the proposed physical layer security
technique induces negligible penalty when the encryption and
decryption elements are perfectly matched.
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Fig. 7. BER performances of a 50 km secure optical system and the optical
back-to-back system without encryption and decryption elements for different
modulation formats and signal transmission baud rates.

V. SYSTEM TOLERANCE TO VARIOUS PARAMETER OFFSETS

BETWEEN ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION ELEMENTS

Considering the practical implementation of optical commu-
nications systems, offsets in various parameter values between
encryption and decryption elements are unavoidable, so it is
critical to understand the tolerance of the proposed security
technique to these offsets. The parameter offsets to be inves-
tigated, to observe their influence on data transmission perfor-
mance, are: i) the time offset of the decryption security key
relative to the ideal timing, ii) variation between D1(D2) and
-D1 (-D2) dispersion values, iii) noise content in the encryption
and decryption security keys, and iv) offset in the modulation
index between the two PMs. This section pays attention to
these mismatches between data encryption and decryption ele-
ments and investigate the maximum tolerances of the DSP-based
physical layer secure systems to these offsets for achieving the
BERs of 1 × 10−3. The encryption part employs the previously
identified optimum parameter set for D1, D2, key bandwidth and
modulation index for the PM, with the aforementioned offsets
applied to the decryption element, simulations are undertaken
using the system shown in Fig. 1. Optical noise loading at the
receiver before coherent detection is not considered here as it
may mask the observed performance degradation trends due to
the offsets.

A. Tolerance to Offset in Security Key Timing in Decryption
Element

To check the influence of time offset in the security key on the
BER performances, a time offset, relative to the ideal timing, is
added to the security key feeding the PM in the decryption side.
The time offset unit interval is defined as 3.125 ps. DQPSK
signals are transmitted with baud rates of 40 and 100 GBaud
through the secure system, the corresponding BER values for
different time offsets are shown in Fig. 8(a). Transmitted signals
with a higher baud rate are shown to be slightly more sensitive
to the time offset in the security key, this is because signals
with higher baud rates have wider bandwidths and the associated

higher frequency components are more sensitive to the timing
offset induced phase distortions. A DQPSK signal at 40 Gbaud
can tolerate±4offset intervals, while at 100 Gbaud it can tolerate
< ±4offset intervals. Moreover, as the bandwidth of the security
keys and the modulation index of the PMs can potentially impact
the system’s sensitivity to security key time offset, these two
parameters are varied to see their associated impacts on timing
offset sensitivity.

As shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), when transmitting DQPSK
with 100 Gbaud, the secure optical system with higher security
key bandwidth and higher modulation index is more sensitive
to the time offset. The underlying physical mechanisms causing
these effects can be easily explained: a security key signal with
a wider bandwidth suffers a larger change in amplitude for a
given timing offset, and a higher modulation index corresponds
to a larger absolute signal amplitude, so a larger amplitude
signal sees a larger change in amplitude (i.e., a larger decryption
phase error) for a given timing offset. Thus, as a larger key
amplitude error corresponds to a larger decryption phase error,
these effects result in higher sensitivity to timing offset. Based on
the above analysis, a key synchronization technique is required
to maintain accurate key timing at the decryption unit. The
technique should ideally avoid an additional dedicated synchro-
nization wavelength to minimize cost, possible approaches are,
embedded synchronization signals within the key and/or timing
feedback loops based on received signal characteristics such as
peak power, correlation peaks or BER minimization.

Based on Fig. 8(a)–(c), the tolerance for DQPSK at
100 GBaud, with m= 1.2 and security key bandwidth= 10 GHz
is approximately ±3 offset intervals. It is shown that reducing
the sensitivity to timing offset can be achieved by choosing lower
security key bandwidth and/or lower modulation index for the
PMs. However, these parameters also have an impact on security
level as determined in Section III, so there is a trade-off between
the tolerance to secure key time offsets and the level of security.

B. Impact of Offsets in -D1 and -D2 Dispersion Values and
Impact of Modulation Index on Sensitivity to -D1 and -D2
Offsets

With the values of D1 and D2 in the encryption side and the
bandwidth of the security keys set to the previously determined
optimum values, dispersion offsets are separately added to -D1
and -D2 in the decryption side, to observe the impact on sys-
tem BER performances for the secure system illustrated in in
Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 9(a), for an offset in -D1, DQPSK
with 40 Gbaud (100 Gbaud) can tolerate > ±1500 ps/nm
(±1000 ps/nm). Transmitted signals with a lower baud rate
can thus tolerate more offset, this can be explained by the fact
that signals with lower baud rates (i.e., longer symbol periods)
have stronger tolerances to the dispersion induced ISI effect. To
determine if the PM modulation index impacts the sensitivity to
offset in -D1, the BER versus -D1 dispersion offset for DQPSK
at 100 Gbaud is plotted in Fig. 9(b), for different values of
modulation index in both PMs. Fig. 9(b) shows that the PM mod-
ulation index variations have negligible impact on the system’s
sensitivity to dispersion offset in -D1 when transmitting DQPSK
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Fig. 8. (a) Measured BER vs. time offset in decryption key when transmitting DQPSK signals with different baud rates; (b) The influence of decryption key
time offset and bandwidth on BER performance when m = 1.2 and transmitting DQPSK at 100 Gbaud; (c) The influence of PM’s modulation index on BER
performance when key bandwidths equal to 10 GHz and transmitting DQPSK signals at 100 Gbaud.

Fig. 9. (a) The influence of dispersion offset in -D1 (relative to optimum value) on BER when transmitting DQPSK signals with different baud rates; (b) The
influence of dispersion offset in -D1 on BER with different PM modulation index when transmitting DQPSK signals with 100 Gbaud; (c) The influence of dispersion
offset in -D2 (relative to optimum value) on BER when transmitting DQPSK signals with different baud rates; (d) The influence of dispersion offset in -D2 on BER
with different PM modulation indexes when transmitting DQPSK signals with 100 Gbaud.

at 100 GBaud. This is because the modulation index of PM only
influences the amplitude of the phase changes from the security
key, which are then completely removed in the decryption side.
The received signal after decryption is thus only affected by the
dispersion offset between D1 and -D1, which is subsequently
compensated by the LMS equalizer in the coherent receiver.

Fig. 9(c) and (d) show the corresponding results for an offset
in -D2. For a modulation index of 1.2, DQPSK with 40 Gbaud
and 100 Gbaud can tolerate approximately ±120 ps/nm and
±30 ps/nm respectively. The signals with higher baud rates
are again more sensitive to the dispersion offsets between D2
and -D2, as they are more susceptible to the dispersion induced
ISI effects. In contrast to the dispersion offset in -D1, when
transmitting DQPSK with 100 Gbaud, the modulation index
variations of the PMs have an influence on the system’s sensi-
tivity to dispersion offset in -D2. A higher PM modulation index
makes the system slightly more sensitive to the dispersion offset
in -D2, as shown in Fig. 9(d). The secure system can tolerant
less than about ±30 ps/nm for DQPSK with 100 Gbaud when
the PM modulation index is 1.2. The offset tolerance range is
increased when the PM modulation index is reduced. This can
be explained by the fact that the larger the -D2 offset the larger
the dispersion offset-induced signal distortions, which makes
it harder to correct the PM induced phase changes. Thus, the
smaller phase changes, associated with a lower PM modulation
index, are able to tolerate the residual distortions better, and
so allow a larger -D2 offset range. However, reducing the PM
modulation index does not give a significant reduction in the -D2
dispersion offset range, and for practical applications, low PM
modulation indexes are not desirable because of the associated
reduction in the system security level. The physical mechanisms

behind the high sensitivity of the proposed technique to the dis-
persion offset in -D2 is that the dispersion offsets in -D2 cannot
be effectively removed by the PM and -D1 in the decryption
element.

These results indicate the level of manufacturing tolerances
required for the D2 and -D2 dispersive elements, alternatively a
tunable dispersive element could be used in practice for D2 or
-D2, in order to achieve the required low dispersion offset.

C. Impact of Noise in the Security Keys

In practical applications, the encryption and decryption
OFDM security keys, although identical in the digital domain,
are produced using different analogue hardware, thus the pro-
duced encryption and decryption keys have different noise con-
tent but can have similar signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. In
this section, to represent the practical generation of security keys,
independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to
each of the electrical analogue security keys feeding the PMs in
the encryption and decryption sides, thus the required security
key fidelity is determined in order to minimize the impact on the
BER performance of the secure system. In the investigations, the
same SNR is adopted for the two keys, however the noise signals
are independent. The system BER vs. SNR of the keys is shown
in Fig. 10, for different modulation formats and baud rates. The
results show that the secure optical system requires SNRs of
the security keys to be >18 dB to achieve a BER of >1E-3 in
all cases. In practice, OFDM signals can be easily generated
with SNRs > 25 dB. Furthermore, transmitted signals using
low order modulation formats can tolerate more key noise than
signals using high order modulation formats of the same baud
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Fig. 10. The influence of noises in security keys on BER performances when
message signals are with different modulation formats and transmission baud
rates.

rates. This is because signals with low order modulation formats
have relatively strong tolerances to the phase noise caused by the
security key noise. It is also observed here that baud rate has very
minimal influence on BER performances. This can be attributed
to the fact that, when considering one symbol, the data signal’s
power spectral density (PSD) and its noise PSD (induced by the
key noise) both vary in proportion to the symbol period. Thus,
changing the symbol period (baud rate) will not change the data
signal’s key noise related SNR, and so there is no significant
impact on BER performance.

Based on the results, the DSP-based secure optical system
does not have particularly challenging requirements for noise
content in the security keys as practically achievable key SNR
levels have minimal impact on data signal BER performance.

D. Modulation Index Offset in PMs

To evaluate the influence of offsets in the modulation index
of the PMs in the encryption and decryption side, for simplicity,
the modulation index of the encryption PM is fixed at the
optimum value, while the modulation index of the decryption
PM is varied. The variations in BER performances of the secure
optical system for different modulation formats and baud rates
are observed. Fig. 11 shows that transmitted signals coded with
DQPSK (16-QAM) can tolerate a PM modulation index offset of
approximately±33% (±16%). A higher modulation index offset
introduces more phase errors and as described above, signals
with high order modulation formats are relatively more sensitive
to the phase error. The baud rates of the transmitted signals have
very minimal influence on the sensitivity to the PM modulation
index offsets, this is again due to the aforementioned reasons for
the minimal influence of baud rate observed in Fig. 11. Thus,
the DSP-based secure optical system can tolerate relatively large
offsets in the modulation index of the PMs.

E. Performance With Combined Encryption and Decryption
Parameter Offsets

After discussing the influences of each individual parameter’s
offset on the secure system’s performances, it is essential to

Fig. 11. The influence of modulation index offset between encryption and
decryption PMs on BER performance when the data signals have different
modulation format and baud rates.

TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS AND OFFSET SETTINGS

consider the case where all parameter offsets exist at the same
time to evaluate the overall system performances in a practical
application scenario. Here the encryption side employs the iden-
tified optimum values of dispersion D1 and D2, bandwidth of the
security keys and PM modulation index, while the decryption
element is implemented with various decryption parameter off-
sets separately and in combination. Decryption parameter offsets
considered include dispersion offset in -D1 and -D2, noise added
to the keys, modulation index offset in the decryption PM and
time offset in the decryption key.

Based on the observed maximum individual offsets and the
corresponding system sensitivities, an example combination
of practical decryption parameter offsets is given in Table II.
Fig. 12 shows the BER vs. OSNR curves for the ideal case
(no decryption parameter offsets) and for the individual and
combined offset cases using the values in Table II. When all
the decryption parameter offsets occur, there is a 5 dB OSNR
penalty compared to the ideal case. Therefore, it is easy to
understand that if encryption and decryption parameter offsets
are maintained within the levels suggested in Table II, the
DSP-based physical layer secure communication system has a
practical OSNR penalty.

VI. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCES FOR DIFFERENT

TRANSMISSION DISTANCES

For differnet application scenarios, the fiber transmission
distances are variable, and thus it is essential to investigate
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Fig. 12. The influence of adding different offsets in system separately and
together on BER performances for DQPSK with 100 Gbaud.

Fig. 13. Transmission performances of the proposed secure optical system
and conventional coherent optical system (without security) for different fibre
transmission distances.

the transmission performances of the proposed secure optical
communication systems for different transmission distances. To
further explore the encyption and decrytion elements’ impacts on
system transmission performances, transmission performance
comparisons between the proposed secure systems and conven-
tional coherent transmission systems are also of great impor-
tance. The identified optimum values for the encryption and
decryption elements are employed with no parameter offsets.
Furthermore, an Erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) (gain:
16 dB; noise figure: 4 dB) is inserted after every 80 km fibre span.
For the proposed secure systems, as the fibre length is varied, -D2
in the decryption element is adaptively adjusted to compensate
for the fibre dispersions for all fiber spans in addition to D2. The
received optical power and LO power are as defined in Table I.
For fair comparisons, the coherent optical systems without se-
curity, employ suitable DCF to reduce fiber dispersion-induced
signal distortions. The BER vs. distance performances of signals
with different modulation formats and baud rates are shown in
Fig. 13. It can be observed that the sercure optical system has
similar transmisison performances to the conventional coherent
system without incorporting the proposed secure techniques

[26], [27]. For the case of transmitting 16QAM with 100 Gbaud
(40 GBaud), i.e., 400 Gb/s (160 Gb/s), the proposed secure
system can operate at up to 250 km (650 km) transmission dis-
tances and still achieves BERs≤1E-3. This demonstrates that the
DSP-based physical layer secure optical communicaiton system
can have great potential for supporting long-haul applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

A novel and cost-effective DSP-based physical layer security
technique for coherent optical communications has been pro-
posed, where noise-like OFDM signals are utilized as highly
effective private security keys to significantly enhance the secu-
rity levels.

Detailed and comprehensive simulations have been under-
taken to: i) identify the optimum parameters for the encryp-
tion and decryption elements to achieve a high level of secu-
rity, ii) explore, by using the identified optimum encryption
and decryption parameters, the performances of the proposed
physical layer secure communication system. The results show
that when the encryption and decryption elements’ parameters
are matched, the proposed secure systems can deliver similar
performances to the convention coherent transmission systems,
and iii) investigate the proposed secure system’s sensitivity to
various encryption/decryption parameter offsets and security
key’s SNRs. It is shown that the proposed secure systems are
relatively more sensitive to the key timing offset and D2/-D2
offsets in comparison with other encryption and decryption
parameter offsets, thus providing critical information relating
to practical implementation aspects.

It is also shown that the proposed encryption and decryption
techniques can introduce an acceptable performance penalty to
an existing coherent communication system if the encryption
and decryption parameter offsets are kept within specified tol-
erances. More importantly, the proposed secure optical com-
munication systems are shown to introduce no limitations on
transmission distances for different scenarios when negligible
encryption and decryption parameter offsets exist. The proposed
DSP-based physical layer security technique provides a promis-
ing solution for achieving low cost and highly effective network
security in coherent optical networks.
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